SEARCH FOR B-DECAY TO HIGGS BOSONS
FOR HIGGS BOSON MASSES BETWEEN 50 AND 210 MeV/c^2
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We use data from the Mark II experiment at PEP to search for the process B→h°X for m_h between 50 and 210 MeV/c^2. No evidence for the Higgs boson is seen in this mass range. The limit obtained rules out the standard Higgs boson for masses between 70 and 210 MeV/c^2 and significantly constrains extensions of the Higgs sector.

For footnotes see next page
Recently several authors [1] have pointed out a gap in the exclusion of the standard Higgs boson for Higgs boson masses less than $2m_{\mu}$, where $e^+e^-$ is the dominant decay mode. The 7 GeV/c$^2$ theoretical lower bound on the Higgs boson mass established by Linde and Weinberg [2] disappears for $m_t > 80$ GeV/c$^2$ and the significance of the experimental limits for Higgs boson production in K-decay [3] is obscured by theoretical uncertainties associated with bound state effects. The $\Upsilon$- and $\psi$-decay experiments have not yet penetrated this mass region where a large QED background ($e^+e^-\gamma$) can be expected.

B-decay can fill this gap. The predicted rate for Higgs boson production in B-decay is large [4] and the theoretical uncertainties are relatively mild. A controversy about the large predicted rate has been resolved by an alternate derivation of the result [5].

In this paper, using data from the Mark II detector at PEP, we present the results of a search for the decay of $B$-hadrons to Higgs boson, where the Higgs boson decays to $e^+e^-$. The mass region from 50 to 210 MeV/c$^2$ is examined. The search was based on data taken with the Mark II detector in both the PEP5 and Upgrade configurations. The detectors have been described in detail elsewhere [6].

The branching fraction for the decay $B \to h^0 X$ in the standard model (for small Higgs boson masses) is given by

$$B(B \to h^0 X) = \frac{K \times 10^{-6} \times (m_t/m_h)^4}{1 + K \times 10^{-6} \times (m_t/m_h)^4}$$

where $K$ is calculated to be between 4 and 6. Using $K=4$, $m_b=4.9$ GeV/c$^2$ and $m_t=80$ GeV/c$^2$ (the value for which the theoretical lower bound on the Higgs boson mass disappears), $B(B \to h^0 X)=0.22$. This high rate implies that modest limits can exclude the standard Higgs boson. However, conclusions based on analyses not specifically aimed at the Higgs boson (e.g. neutral current limits [7]) may not be valid. These analyses typically select electrons consistent with production at the primary vertex and may not be sensitive to low mass Higgs boson production since the Higgs boson lifetime would be significantly different from zero for masses below $2m_{\mu}$.

We employ three striking features of Higgs boson production in B-decays to discriminate it from background:

1. At the quark level, the decay $B \to h^0 X$ proceeds through the two body process $b \to h^0 s$. In the spectator model, this leads to a very hard Higgs boson momentum spectrum in the B-meson center-of-mass.
The B-hadron fragmentation function is also very hard. On the average, a B-hadron produced in $e^+e^-$ collisions carries 80% of the beam energy. When combined with (1), this leads to a stiff momentum spectrum for the Higgs boson. For example, a Higgs boson produced at $90^\circ$ with respect to the B line-of-flight in the B rest frame carries about half the energy of the B-hadron. Fig. 1 shows a scatter plot of $P_t$ versus $P_{ll}$ (defined relative to the thrust direction) for a sample of Monte Carlo generated Higgs boson decays. A simple spectator model is used to model the decay $B \to h^0X$. Version 6.3 of the LUND Monte Carlo with Peterson fragmentation [8] is used to model the $b$-quark fragmentation process. Based on this plot we use $P_{ll} > 3.0 \text{ GeV/c}$ and $P_t > 1.0 \text{ GeV/c}$ to select Higgs boson decays of B-hadrons. These cuts accept $\approx 70\%$ of the $h^0 \to e^+e^-$ decays reconstructed by the detector.

The lifetime of a Higgs boson in this mass range would be relatively long. It is given by [9]

$$\frac{1}{\tau} = \Gamma(h^0 \to e^+e^-) = G_F m_e^2 m_h/4\pi\sqrt{2}$$

(2)

for $m_e \ll m_h$. For a 200 MeV/c$^2$ Higgs boson a $\tau$ of 3 mm is expected. This leads to a typical decay length in the lab $(\gamma\beta\tau)$ of $\approx 7$ cm for 200 MeV/c$^2$ Higgs bosons from the decay of B-hadrons produced in $e^+e^-$ collisions at 29 GeV/c$^2$. We also cut on $R$, the transverse distance from the beamline of vertices of candidate $e^+e^-$ pairs. To eliminate background from B-or D-meson semi-leptonic decays, we require $R$ to be greater than 1 cm.

The lifetime of the Higgs boson, see eq. (2), is inversely proportional to its mass. The typical value for $\gamma$ also increases as $1/m_h$ so that the decay length in the lab increases as $1/m_h^2$. For a 50 MeV/c$^2$ Higgs boson, the expected decay length is 120 cm. This tends to reduce our Higgs boson detection efficiency at low Higgs boson mass (see fig. 2a). Because of this deterioration in the efficiency, as well as background due to $\gamma$ conversions, we do not attempt to search for Higgs bosons with masses less than 50 MeV/c$^2$.

We applied the cuts defined above to hadronic events selected from both the PEP5 (209 pb$^{-1}$) and Upgrade (28 pb$^{-1}$) running of the Mark II. Hadronic events were selected with the following cuts: (1) at least 5 reconstructed charged tracks must be found...
coming from within 4 cm radially and 7 cm axially of the expected interaction point; (2) the scalar sum of the charged track momenta had to be at least 7.25 GeV/c; (3) the sum of the visible charged and neutral energy had to be at least 7.5 GeV.

Fig. 2b shows the $e^+e^-$ mass distribution for the selected events. There are a few events at low mass. These are consistent with $\gamma$- conversions in the beam pipe and vertex chamber walls. Monte Carlo studies indicate that the dominant sources of these high momentum photons are initial state radiation and neutral pions in B-decays. At high masses, Dalitz decays can cause some background. There is no evidence for a Higgs boson. For purposes of setting a limit on Higgs boson production we make the conservative assumption that all the $e^+e^-$-pairs observed are "signal". We look at the data in 40 MeV/c$^2$ bins and use Poisson statistics to set a 90% confidence level limit on the number of Higgs bosons with a mass in the middle of the mass bin. Using the efficiency for reconstructing a Higgs boson within $\pm$ 20 MeV/c$^2$ of its true mass (see the dashed curve in fig. 2a) we obtain a limit on the number of Higgs bosons produced. An additional factor of 0.95 is included in the efficiency to account for reduced track finding efficiency during running periods when the drift chamber could not be run at full voltage [10].

The number of B-hadrons produced can be obtained from the fact that $e^+e^-\rightarrow B\bar{B}$ events comprise 9% of all $e^+e^-$ hadronic final states and from the luminosity of 237 pb$^{-1}$ obtained in the PEP5 and Upgrade running of the Mark II experiment. This yields $\approx 18000$ for the estimated number of produced B-hadrons. We increase our limit by 15% to account for any systematic error in the efficiency determination. Details of the efficiency determination are given below. The resulting limit at 90% confidence level on the product branching fraction $\mathcal{B}(B\rightarrow h^0X)\times\mathcal{B}(h^0\rightarrow e^+e^-)$ is displayed in fig. 2c. The decay mode $h^0\rightarrow e^+e^-$ is expected to dominate Higgs boson decay for the mass range under consideration (see ref. [9]).

The efficiency is estimated by generating BB events where the B-meson is forced to decay to a Higgs boson. Samples of $\approx 6600$ events were generated using the spectator model to simulate the $B\rightarrow h^0X$ decay process. This was done for Higgs boson masses of 50, 80, 100, 150, 200 and 230 MeV/c$^2$. These events were subjected to the standard Mark II analysis package and to the same cuts applied to the data. In addition, for electron identification, fiducial cuts were used to simulate cracks in the liquid argon calorimeter [11]. The fiducial cuts constrained the intersection of the tracks with the calorimeter to be less than 1.75 m longitudinally distant from the interaction point, and required that no track enter the calorimeter within 0.04 radians of an azimuthal crack between calorimeter octants. Shower simulation was done by the mark II fast shower look-up program (OVEREZY). The results are shown in fig. 2a. The smooth curves connecting the points are used to extrapolate to masses between the generated masses. The lower dashed curve shows the efficiency for finding the Higgs boson within $\pm$ 20 MeV/c$^2$ of its actual mass.

The significant contributions to the systematic error are given in table 1. These errors were evaluated by varying the parameters of the Monte Carlo simulation and looking for the effects on the estimated efficiency. They may well be over-estimates since in most cases the results were consistent with the nominal parameter settings within the statistical error of the Monte Carlo samples. We have used PEP5 detector simulation for all our efficiency estimates. The Upgrade, with its higher field, multi-hit electronics and larger number of wires in the central drift chamber should have substantially better efficiency. Thus, the efficiency used in obtaining the limit is underestimated. Nonetheless, to be conservative, as mentioned before, we have increased our limit by 15% to account for systematics. A brief description of each of the sources of systematic error follows.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of error</th>
<th>Estimate contribution</th>
<th>Estimation method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spectator model</td>
<td>$\pm 5%$</td>
<td>model variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fragmentation</td>
<td>$\pm 5%$</td>
<td>model variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgs lifetime</td>
<td>$\pm 5%$</td>
<td>variation of lifetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo statistics</td>
<td>$(7-10)%$</td>
<td>Monte Carlo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Higgs boson lifetime ($\tau$) is uncertain near $\mu\mu$ threshold where the $h^0\rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ rate can become comparable to $h^0\rightarrow e^+e^-$ (see ref. [9]). We have checked the efficiency with Monte Carlo simulations using...
lifetimes as low as $\frac{1}{4}$ the lifetime expected without the $\gamma\gamma$-mode. The efficiency change found is less than the 5% statistical error. As a further check on the extreme case of a zero lifetime Higgs boson, we have repeated the analysis with no cut on the radius of the vertex. This re-analysis picks up 2 events within $\pm 20$ MeV/$c^2$ of 200 MeV/$c^2$. Even this extreme case still yields a 90% confidence level limit of $\approx 1\%$ on $B(B\rightarrow h^0X) \times B(h^0\rightarrow e^+e^-)$.

Systematic errors in the fragmentation model were estimated by generating event samples with $m_{h^0} = 150$ and 200 MeV/$c^2$ with the Peterson fragmentation parameter ($\epsilon_B$) varied by $\pm 40\%$. This corresponds to varying the mean value of the b-quark fragmentation function by the experimental error established by Ong et al. [12]. To estimate the effect of uncertainty of the b-quark mass in the spectator model we scaled the generated Higgs boson momentum down by 10%. This corresponds to changing the b-quark mass from the LUND default value of 5.0 GeV/$c^2$ to $\approx 4.5$ GeV/$c^2$.

Our limit is more than a factor of 4 below the 22% branching fraction expected for a standard Higgs boson with a mass in the 70 to 210 MeV/$c^2$ mass range. For the masses above 100 MeV/$c^2$, the limit is a factor of 20 or more below the predicted branching fraction. This excludes the standard Higgs boson for any reasonable variation in the theoretical predictions. For masses near the lower limit of our search (50 MeV/$c^2$), a combination of background and poor efficiency make the limit obtained relatively poor. While a 22% $B\rightarrow h^0X$ branching fraction is formally excluded (at 90% confidence level) the conclusion is not as secure as in the higher mass regime.

Our result can also constrain extended Higgs models. The simplest extension is to have two Higgs doublets [13]. Since the lifetime of the Higgs boson may vary from the single Higgs doublet prediction when the Higgs sector is increased, we have repeated our analysis for a variety of lifetimes for the cases of 100, 150 and 200 MeV/$c^2$ Higgs boson masses. The results are given in Table 2. The decay length cut is removed for the zero lifetime case. This results in a few more background events being accepted. Similar limits apply to intermediate masses. The results in Table 2 can be compared with a branching fraction of $\approx 5\%$ for $B\rightarrow h^0X$ that is expected for a two doublet Higgs if $m_t$ is 50 GeV/$c^2$ and if the vacuum expectation values of the two doublets are equal [14]. We conclude that if there is a non-standard Higgs boson between 100 and 210 MeV/$c^2$ either the B to Higgs boson decay rate is suppressed or that the lifetime is long. This would imply that the ratio of the vacuum expectation values for the two Higgs doublets is substantially different from one.
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